
 

 

A DECALOGUE ABOUT BEAUTY  

 
1. Beauty plays a central role in enabling people and communities to flourish.  

The absence of beauty has a significant role in creating inequality among 
communities. 

2. Beauty in our cities and countries is not there only to be admired.  
The value of beauty grows with use and participation. Beauty is a global 
experience; it is not simply an attractive façade; it inspires actions and delivers 
value. 

3. Beauty always adds value in specific ways: but the value of beauty radiates out 
in many different directions (social wealth and equality, cultural creativity, well-
being, environmental attractiveness). 

4. Beauty does not belong to the past only. We have the right and the 
responsibility to pursue it in the present day, creating beauty that 
communicates the stratification of Time.  

5. Beauty, to be preserved and re-produced – requires the ability to look both 
ahead and backwards at the same time. We can preserve beauty if we keep 
producing beauty, and vice versa.  One of the most interesting conditions in 
which Beauty is regenerated happens when the preservation of the old and the 
production of the new come together. 

6. Beauty is not appropriate only to nice, classical, well-maintained 
places; every place has the capacity to show and create beauty, as understood 
by those who live there.  

7. The political comprehension of the value of beauty is not as widespread as it 
should be, nor are the mechanisms to make it a central objective of 
community administration.  

8. Communities have the right to challenge local developments to enhance 
local beauty, and administrations must build the instruments to promote 
citizen participation in building beauty and controlling environments. 

9. Central and local governments need to play an active role in raising national and 
local awareness of the public right to beauty. They have the responsibility to 
foster the appreciation and the respect of beauty and to demonstrate how to 
find beauty in many different places and ways  

10. Public institutions have compelling reasons to build strategic and long-term 
programs to protect and enhance beauty. Smaller budgets cannot become an 
excuse to reduce the urgency of this discussion.  
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Main Links 
 
 

- https://britishschoolatrome.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/cultural-heritage-management-
and-the-social-value-of-beauty/ 

 
- http://www.respublica.org.uk/our-work/publications/a-community-right-to-beauty-giving-

communities-the-power-to-shape-enhance-and-create-beautiful-places-developments-and-
spaces/ 
 

- http://trinitamonti.org/ 
 

- http://recycleitaly.net/tag/pippo-ciorra/ 
 

- https://www.vandadundee.org/ 
 

- http://www.symbola.net/html/article/Rapporto2016IOSONOCULTURA 
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